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Abst rac t - -An  algorithm is given that computes the covariance matrix of the noise term of the 
local linearization scheme for the numerical integration of stochastic differential equations. The order 
of convergence of the resulting approximation is studied. An example is presented that illustrates 
the performance of the algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
dx(t) = f(x, t) dt + g(t) dW(t), with t E [to, T] and x(t0) = x0, (1) 
be a d-dimensional nonautonomous Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) with additive noise, 
where x(t) E R d, g(t) E R d×m, and W is an m-dimensional Wiener process. The standard 
conditions for the existence and uniqueness of a strong solution for this equation are assumed [1]. 
In addition, the functions f and g are assumed to have continuous derivatives with respect o 
both x and t arguments. 
The local linearization scheme [2] that approximates the solution for the system (1) is defined 
by the iterative computation of the expression 
(2) 
+ (Aro (A (Xt, ,  t , ) ,~)  - r l  (fx (x t , ,  t , ) ,a ) )  f t (x~,, t , )  +ft,+,, 
starting at Xto = xo, where t,, = to + nA (A > 0, n E {Af : to + nA < T}) are discrete times. 
Here, fx and fe denote the first derivatives of f with respect o the variables x and t, respectively, 
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and rk is defined by 
/? rk (f= (Xt=, tn), A) = ¢(u)u k du, (3) 
and the noise or error term ~ is given by 
tn-I-1 
Ct.+, = ¢ (tn+l - u) g(u) dW(u), (4) 
J tn 
where ¢(s) = exp(fx(Xt. ,  tn)s). For details about the computation of rk, see Appendix A. 
Given Xt . ,  the noise or error term ~t.+l is a Gaussian stochastic process with zero mean and 
covariance matrix 
tn~-I 
T E(~t.+i~t.+,) : f q~(tn-bl--U) g(u)gT(u)+T(tn-bl--~2) du, (5) 
J tn 
where T denotes matrix transposition. 
The computation of the covariance matrix T E(~t.+,~t~+l) is important for two main reasons: 
(1) in the practical implementation f the numerical scheme (2), the integral (4) can be 
replaced by a Gaussian variable with zero mean and covariance matrix r E(~t.+~t.+l), as 
has been suggested in [3]; and 
(2) for state space problems in which the state equation is of the form (1), the application of 
the nonlinear Kalman filter based on the local linealization approach [4] requires of the 
computation of the system noise covariance matrix, which is given by E(~t.+,~+~ ). 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a numerical algorithm for computing the covariance 
matrix Y E(6,,+,,%+,). 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
In this section, the symbols @ and ® denote the Kronecker sum and product, respectively, and 
vec denotes the vec operator [5]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let the diffusion coe~cient g be m + 1 continuously different~tble, and let ~ = 
E(~,.+, ~+,). Then, 
II vec (~) - vec (~a)ll = o (A"+2) ,  
where rrt 
veC(~A) =exp(F(Xt~, tn )A)  Z r i+ j ( -F (Xt - ' tn ) 'A )  vec (Gi,j(tn)), (6) 
i , j=O 
F(Xt~, t,~) -- fx(Xt~, t,~)@ fx(Xt . ,  tn), Gi,j(tn) = 1/(i!j!)g(i)(tn)(g(j))T (tn), and g(O denotes the 
i th derivatives ofg with respect o the vaxiable t. 
PROOF. Since g is m + 1 continuously differentiable, the Taylor polynomial 
g (u) = g( ' ) ( t ° ) (u  - t=) '  
i=0  
is continuous on [tn, tn+l], and the remaining term of the Taylor expansion 
1£ gI~(u) -= -~. (u - y)mg(m+l)(y) dy 
is in O(Am+l), for all u E [tn,tn+l], since 
i" i Am+l II vec (gR(u))H -< const (u - y)m dy < const (m -4- 1)'-------~ " (7) 
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Since ( is linear in g = gA + gR, then E = EA + ER, where 
f 
~r*-t-1 





ER = ¢ (tn+i -- u)) {ga(u)g~(u) + gR(u)g-~(U) + gR(u)g~(u)} cT(tn+i -- U) du. (8) 
J tn 
Since the functions ¢ and gA are continuous and, therefore, bound on the compact interval 




II vec (ER)II < const A rn+l  du = O (Am+2). (9) 
J tn  
On the other hand, by using the change of variable, s = u - tn is obtained that 
~A = exp (M (A - s)) Gi,j (tn) exp (M T (A - s)) s i+j ds, 
i , j=o  o 
where M = fx (Xt . ,  t~). Thus, from expressions (13)-(15) of Appendix B, it is obtained that 
$0/? vec (EA) = exp((M @M) A)i exp( - (M@M)s)s i+ Jdsvec  (a~,j(t~)) 
(10) 
= exp ((M ~9 M) A) E ri+j ( -  (M 69 M), A) vec (G i j ( tn ) ) ,  
i , j=O 
where ri+j is defined by the expression (3). 
Since 
It vec (E) - vec (EA)[[ = II yea (r~R)ll, 
then from the inequality (9) and the expression (10), the assertion of the proposition is obtained. 
Thus, the algorithm that is proposed for approximating vec (E) consists in the computation 
of vec (EA) according to the expression (6). The above stated proposition ensures a precision of 
O(A m+2 ) for this approximation, i.e., an order of convergence of m + 2. 
3. A NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
In order to illustrate the performance of the algorithm just introduced, a numerical example 
is presented in what follows. 
Consider the two-dimensional system of SDE of the form (1) with the drift coefficient 
and the diffusion coefficient 
0.9X1 ] 
$(X~,X2, t )  = [1.1X2J ' 
g(t) = [sin(~.lt) 0.8t ] 
cos(0.5t)  J " 
The result of the application of the algorithm to this example is summarized in Figure 1. This 
figure shows the error e = II vec (E) - vec (EA)II obtained from the evaluation of expression (6) 
with m = 2, for the size-steps A = 2 -4, 2 -5, 2 -6. The estimated order of convergence (given by 
the slope of the straight line fitted to the points {(log2(A~), log2(e(A~))t}~=l,..,a ) is 4.08, which 
is in accordance with the expected order 4 (given by the proposition in the previous ection). 







Figure 1. Errors e(Ai) obtained in the computation of vec (~) by the approximation 
vec(EA) with m = 2, for different size-steps Ai. The symbol o indicates the com- 
puted values. The straight line fitted to the points (log2(Ai), log2(e(Ai)) has slope 
f~ ---- 4.08, which is the estimated value of the order of convergence. 
APPENDIX  A 
COMPUTATION OF  THE MATRIX  FUNCTION rk 
The algorithm that follows was introduced in [2]. 
Let M be a square matrix, a E ~+ and 
/: rk(M, a) = exp(Mu)u k du. 
If M is not singular, it can be shown by induction that 
rkiM, a) = ak+lk! (-Ma) -k-1 ( I -  exPiMa)) - exp(Ma) E (k - j)! ( -Ma) - J -1  , i l l )  
j-~0 
where I denotes the identity matrix. 
If M is singular, then rk(M, a) can be defined as 
lim rk(Mj,a), (12) 
M~M 
where {Mj} is a sequence of nonsingular matrices. 
The limit (12) can be computed by using the well-known Schur decomposition approach for 
evaluating matrix functions [6]. Specifically, let M = QTQ "r be the Schur decomposition of M. 
Define Mj = QTjQ T, where Tj is defined by Tj = T+Dj, and Dj are invertible diagonal matrices 
such that Dj tends to the zero matrix as j tends to infinity. Thus, 
where, for simplicity, rk(Z, a) is denoted by f(Z) for any matrix Z. By means of the recursive 
algorithm of Parlett [6], the computation of f(Tj) can be expressed in terms of f([Tj]ii), where 
[Tj]ii are the diagonal entries of Tj. In turn, if [Tj]ii ¢ 0, then limj--.oo f([Tj]ii) = f([T]i~), where 
fi[T]ii) is computed by expression i l l ) ;  if [Tj]ii -- 0, it can be shown from (11) that limj--.oo 
f([Tj]ii) = 1/(k + 1)a k+l. 
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Let A, 
APPENDIX  B 
SOME MATRICES IDENTIT IES  
B, and C squared matrices. Then, 
vec (ABC)  = (C "r ® A) vec (B),  (13) 
if the matr ix  product  ABC is defined; 
exp(A + B) --- exp(A) exp(B) ,  (14) 
if A, B commute and matr ix  sum A + B is defined; and 
exp(A) ® exp(B)  = exp (A @ B) .  (15) 
See [5] as a reference. 
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